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Transformations in Food Supply
In Mexican Cities

Felipe Torres Torres*

background

More than 70 percent of Mexico’s population is urban, and 
approximately 56 percent lives in metropolitan areas. This 
demographic concentration affects the organization of con
sumption and the supply of foodstuffs, which can be ob
served in consumers’ travel through cities themselves and in 
store location.

The transformation of the model of our cities and the 
activities that make them functional is associated with the 
dynamics the economy imposes on territorial organization. 
This means that the food supply pattern in Mexico is 
established in the metropolises and from there reproduced 
in smaller urban areas.

For example, shopping centers, located originally in tra
di tional urban areas and then spreading outward toward pe
ripheral population centers contribute to diversifying the food 
supply. The unlimited shopping hours typical of this kind of 
store make it possible for workers to do their daily purchases 
with greater freedom when returning home. At the same 
time, the new residential areas in the cities’ peri pheries force 
people to change their behavior to acquire what they need 
and make large food purchases on preestablished days.

In many cases, the population’s mobility within the city 
and its new supply needs make building new malls that 
include large supermarket chains an attractive investment. 
So, downtown areas stop being the first option for doing the 
family shopping, and these establishments move to new *  Researcher at the unam Institute for Economic Studies (iiec).
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Big supermarkets are the main places for food shopping in Mexico today.
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locations where potential buyers meet. Distance and time 
factors make it necessary to change the volume of purchases: 
the previous behavior of making small purchases daily changes 
to doing a larger, weekly shopping expedition, although this 
is always subject to income possibilities. This creates greater 
fragmentation in the urban space, given that what is func
tional for this is the isolated hypermarket, which replaces 
small retail shops.

The city’s supply networks, where different companies 
compete for consumers, seek points of convergence through 
diversified selection of products to attract buyers. This se gre
gates traditional grocers but does not eliminate them: some
times, they respond to the population’s mobility and new 
purchasing habits by implementing mechanisms to keep up 
to date, like home delivery, among others.

The complexity of the population’s consumption and 
concentration requires that cities increasingly specialize in 
the service economy. This means that in urban areas, busi
nesses orient primarily to attending to these needs and prefer 
to locate around a regional or subregional market area, where 
large food stores are subject to zoning laws.

As I already mentioned, the advance of the service eco n
omy in cities and new food supply patterns are linked to 
Mexico’s urbanization process. In 1950, 49.7 percent of the 
country’s population lived in areas with more than 15 000 
inhabitants; in 1990, this number had climbed to 60.6 per
cent. The number of cities with 15 000 inhabitants or more 
jumped from 82 in 1950 to 275 in 1990. Between 1950 and 
1990, the population living in cities of more than 500 000 
inhabitants went from 12.96 percent to 36.60 percent. This 
is the same as saying that 21 years ago, one out of every three 
Mexicans lived in cities of more than a half million inha bi
tants, and one out of every two Mexicans lived in cities with 
more than 100 000 inhabitants. International changes have led 
the country to change its style of development, to res truc  ture 
its economy, and, as a result, to change patterns of orga nizing its 

national territory. The essence of this change is the way of 
producing and distributing goods and services in the world; 
the globalization of the world economy implies a change in the 
way of conceiving of development and, there fore, of producing 
and relating to the rest of the territory.1

Metropolitanization in Mexico dates from the 1940s, when 
Mexico City, Monterrey, Orizaba, Tampico, and To rreón 
surpassed their own politicaladministrative boundaries. In 
1978, a first study stated that Mexico had 12 metropolitan 
areas; by 1986, there were 26; the National Urban Develop
ment Program 19952000 detected 33; but they increased 
to 38 in 2002. And by 2005, there were 56, home to 41.2 mi l
lion people, or 42 percent of the entire country’s po pulation 
and 67.7 percent of its urban population. This process indi
cates the leading role that metropolitan areas have taken on 
in the national urban system.2

By 2010, the country continued with 56 metropolitan 
areas, which concentrated 56 percent of Mexico’s total po p
ulation, 79 percent of the urban population, and gene rated 
79 percent of gross domestic product.3 This has meant that 
Mexico’s demographic profile has become predominantly me t
ropolitan. The country’s main cities are metropolitan areas 
providing goods and services and are the driving force behind 
national and regional growth. Each region has one or more me
tropolises that play a central part in the economy and in the 
supply of social satisfiers.

Food supplY and iTs FuncTionaliTY 
in THe ciTY’s cHanges

Population movements demand a new territorial distribution 
of stores where they coexist with the old, traditional systems. 
The modern entrepreneur transcends the regional and na
tional supply spheres to incorporate the international level, 
given the competition from companies because of the demand 
for purchases concentrated in the cities. At the same time, he/
she introduces new products and forges a consumption pattern 
that not only includes the cities, but the entire country.

In open economies, some characteristics of the old food
supply models are maintained, but the current model has 
pre sented some changes in the intermediation phase. Large, 
modern retail stores decrease their commercial rela tions with 
the old central wholesale markets and deal more directly 
with brokers (commercial intermediaries) and na tional and 
international producers.

New food supply patterns 
are linked to Mexico’s urbanization process. 

In 1950, 49.7 percent of the country’s population 
lived in areas with more than 15 000 inhabitants; 

in 1990, this number had climbed 
to 60.6 per cent. 
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The main distributing companies exert pressure for de
v eloping innovative sales technologies and other strate gies, 
like consumer credit systems, zero inventory control (that is, 
the control of merchandise stocks in the store’s warehouse), 
marking prices using bar codes to increase the checkout 
speed, making cash available to the customer and accepting 
payments for municipal services at the checkout counter, 
etc. This attracts customers and consolidates the store’s port
folio. However, it also displaces small esta blishments that 
cannot maintain the quality of service, sup ply, and com pe
titive prices.

It is possible to make this pattern flexible by integrating 
chains with a smallstore format to satisfy needs the big su
permarkets cannot cover. This system operates mainly at 
sales points on large, welltraveled streets for nonpe ris h
a bles like beverages and snacks for nighttime consumers, or 
also for what are called “forgotten items,” that used to be pur
chased in small, neighborhood corner grocery stores.4

This explains the almost unlimited growth in the number 
of selfservice stores in Mexico’s main cities; there are more of 
them than really demanded locally, and so they saturate the 
commercial landscape. We can also observe the creation of new 
forms of markets, the dizzying development of new sales tech
nologies, the design of organizational and internal security 
strategies, local firms being absorbed by interna tio n al chains, 
and their proliferation in all the cities, breaking the barrier se p
arating consumers by income level.

Selfservice stores are the model of the new system of 
food distribution in cities, and this has been made possible 
thanks to their ability to adapt to the needs of the urban con
sumer, who requires flexibility in different aspects of his/her 

In Mexico, supermarkets 
were consolidated between 1970 and 1980. 

The new food distribution system implied changes 
in consumer habits, health, and eating, 

leading to a decline in tradi tional 
forms of retail sales.

Hegemonic paTTern oF Food supplY, open economY pHase in mexico

Source: Designed by the author.
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demand. These establishments originated in the Unit ed States 
with trading posts that sold everything from rifles to wheat 
flour under a single roof with direct consumer access to the 
products. The spaces used were abandoned factory ware
houses that allowed for the massive exhibition of simple, 
inexpensive installations, or venues located along big high
ways that guaranteed a greater flow of clientele and the 
reduction of transport in shipping merchandise. The au to
mobile, for its part, made it possible to locate these estab lish
ments in the suburbs, while the appearance of the electric 
refrigerator guaranteed storage in optimal conditions for the 
foodstuffs acquired. From that moment on, diversification, 
flexibility, expansion, and the permanent adoption of new sales 
technologies were distinctive traits of the model.

 

THe TransiTion Toward 
a new Food supplY model in mexico

In Mexico, supermarkets were consolidated between 1970 
and 1980 with emigration from the countryside to the cities, 
rapid urbanization, demographic growth, increased pur  chasing 
power, and demand for jobs. But it was also thanks to tech
nological advances in domestic services and commu ni ca
 tions. 

The new food distribution system in the city implied changes 
in consumer habits, health, and eating for the coun try’s urban 
population, leading to a decline in tradi tional forms of retail 
sales. Supermarkets implemented new strategies by looking 
for different niches and creating stores that offered other kinds 
of items like organic, health, and imported foods. 

Specialized stores offer personalized service, higher qua l
ity fresh foods, a wide selection of wines and cheeses, and gour
met takeout, among other items; they even encourage buyers 
to spend more time on their premises eating and enjoy ing them
selves.

The aisles in a typical central store (the first store opened 
by a company) are replaced with a bakery, a cheese and cold
cuts section, fruits and vegetable section, and meat, chicken, 
fish, and seafood counters. Another strategy consists of in
creasing the amount of takeout food. These establishments 
start off from the idea that today’s customers are smarter and 
have less time, and that they can be secured as clients based on 
competition. Therefore, the survivors are the ones capable of 
merging, setting the goal of capturing specific consumer seg
 ments, and increasing their technological base for improving 
customer service.

One important factor for success of the new model has 
been its ability to introduce quick changes in consumption 
patterns when changes in eating habits are by definition 
usually slow; for example, changing from one brand of in s tant 
coffee to another, from one kind of lettuce or fresh to  ma toes. 
However, given the dizzying changes in open econo mies, the 
consumer needs to satisfy individualized kinds of demand.

The modification of Mexico’s food supply pattern, in ad
di tion to being influenced by gradual changes in con sump
tion patterns, consists of more diversified supply, a wider 
se lection; the spread of stores located on thoroughfares in 
cities and metropolitan areas where several firms can coincide; 
shorter distances that make it possible to serve the customer 
in less time; the rapid acceptance of products with new charac
 teristics, as long as they fulfill pragmatic demands; a facility 
for changing brands; only slightly regulated product con tents; 
greater standardization of quality; and the diffe ren tia tion in 
choice made by each individual.

The pattern of food consumption in Mexico is now di
ver sified in product presentation and homogenous in terms 
of supply, with innovative supply systems and highly sus
ceptible to international influences. It does not com ple tely 
destroy local traditions, but adapts them to the pragmatism of 
the new mass consumer markets.

The new dominant model for food supply in Mexico has 
the following characteristics:

a) It follows guidelines in which successful supply is that 
which satisfies the needs of pragmatic con sump tion; 
this is based on prepared, processed, readytoserve pro d
ucts requiring no additional work at home in prepa
ration, consumption, and after consumption.

b) In some cases, because of its pragmatic structure, it 
is relatively indifferent to the quality of content, to the 
extent that it combines substitutes with original pro d

The new patterns, with innovative 
supply systems and highly sus ceptible 

to international influences, do not com ple tely 
destroy local traditions, but adapt them 

to the pragmatism of the new mass 
consumer markets.
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ucts without subjecting them to strict regulations for 
consumption.

c) There is a permanent or occasional presence of so
called junk foods that are part of what the middle and 
lower classes eat, particularly children and young peo
ple, though their consumption is sensitive to income 
variations.

d) The food market is dominated by certain brands, whose 
image is well positioned among consumers, who pre
fer them over other brands. Among them are lowcalorie 
products, but also natural or health foods, particularly 
those rich in fiber, which must jibe with an idea of well
being and health as a symbol of suc cess for some social 
groups of today.

e) Consumption outside the home is constantly on the 
upswing.

f) It incorporates the international component in con
sumption habits, but does not eliminate local diets, 
given that the transition occurs in the framework of 
open economies, where all deeprooted consumer pre f
e ren ces can be commercialized.

g) It is by definition socially segmented, but these seg
ments of consumers take advantage of the model as long 
as they are informed and maintain a constant income.

h) It is characterized by the diversification in presentation 
and the combination of existing products more than 
by creating new ones. Even though new products are 
constantly made available, they generally have few pos 
sibilities of success in the market.

i) It adjusts to the handling and norms of modern dis tri
bution apparatuses, publicity, and the new techno lo g
ical advances in the midst of which it is evolving.

j) It influences the generation of new diseases linked to 
the product formula, usually oversaturated in fat, white 
or processed flour, and sugar.

conclusion

The dominant pattern in food supply is essentially urban and 
metropolitan, made up mainly of selfservice chain stores ope r
ated by different firms in networks. They have supranational 
dynamics that break down both regional borders and tra
ditional models —although the latter have not been totally 
eliminated— by supplying urban spaces using more compe
titive sales technology, innovations in inventory control and 

price marking, plus their capacity for modeling local con
sumption patterns in accordance with so cially and territo
rially segmented demand. They optimize shopping time 
and diversify supply in a way traditional chan nels cannot, in 
accordance with the new needs of a more demanding urban 
society.
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The dominant pattern is essentially urban and 
metropolitan: mainly self-service chain 

stores operated by different firms in networks with 
supranational dynamics that break down both 

regional borders and traditional models.


